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1.    IrAX2¿ia¿Í•--ig^-'-r';,'r''rÍ -''''• 

MOTORES ï RE-AC0IOÎ33, S.A.   (ÏWÏ-SA), Itade.« fi•, established in 

...       •    „-TO    c-rrentlv operai In«! tw.i riants with 1,35a worker* 
Mexico City since ~V\ cirem-Jv    P „„..„.,. i 
and 661 officiai» ,,,i employees of various cateBorics (total:   2,02. r^.,    , 

Sh a capital =*«* of 70.000.000 Mexican dollars (5.ÉOO.00O United States 

riara)an¡ asset, valued at 171,000.00» toican dollars (13.C00.CO, Unit.«, 

States dollar,;, «nprlrtnß ,norc than 50 »r cent -talc»n car.ii,l 

specializing in the -.facture of the foilovdn, parts for both petrol- and 

diesel-powered rrotor vehicles: 

pistons 

piston bolts 

motor-vehicle valvos 

tappets or valve Mfters 

aluminium cast parts (not machined) 
•      Me*-," <ien*>nd both for s^re parts and from truck ami Because increasing ae.nana ow-u ¿w*     . . 

passenger car »nufacturcrs has prevente,: the fir- fro. operatic, outs de ».ne 

Tountrv. it has concentrate* exclusive!- on the domestic Mexican mrket, 

i    .**•« «n to 90 oar cent of :.ts total requirements. which we supply w? --n PO to w p^r 

We are suppliers for: 
Fábricas Automex, S.A.  (Chrysler) 

General Motors de léxico, S.A. de u.V. 

Nissan Mexicana, S.A. de C.V.   (Datsun) 

Volkswagen de ¡tóxico, S.A. de C.V. 

Diesel Nacional, S.A.  (Cuartos and Renault Motors) 

Ford 1 totoi- Company, S.A. 

Motores Perîcins, S.A. 

International Harvester Mexico, S.A. 
80» of these firn have exported notors containing parts «nanu'actured 

by ua to Latin American and to other countries. 
We are licensed manufacturers fo- the foilo-.fin?, makes: 

Federal-Mogul Corp.  (Sterling) - nistons 

Mahle Komm - Ges. - pistons 

TEU Inc.  (Thompson) - valves 

Stanadvne Inc.  (Standard Screw Co.) - tappets 

Barges-Norton Mfg. Co. - piston bolts 
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2.    Gcnei^i^erv^ons 

,e offer below cur independent vies reading the list of objectives 

'   i        oh, «renare" by the Industrial Development Division of the and sample outline piepaie. oy T4 Santiago. Chile. 
«.«•i/. rn-^M «sion for Latin America UCLA), bantidgo, wu.*«. United Nations ¿conowie ConffuioSion in  ^ 

veuves », criteri, relative to the definition or a series of ~8e 

Üs on the economies or scale in -»factor, or autore vehicles and 

auxiliar,- components», totl»*», Old!., March 1970.) 
For the most pa.t, manufactures of motor velucle parta in Latin 

toericu spécialise in articles rehired by national market, and their 

señeros of influence. . „«•-. 
A system or specialisation by product ror purposes of •"**-*«"» 

„ouid have definite possibilities for luti» arican enterprises affiliated 

to a single parent company or operatic under the license of a single 

firn «ere it not for the circumstances obtaining in the various coun rie, 

o' the r,gion, such as different levels and concepts of national content 

/rem comvtry to country, transport costs, delivery times, fluctuation. In 

rates or e;cchanEe, and the fuet that, for reasons of logic and n,cess ty, 

„ur Governments encourage local manufacturing and the manufacturers themselv.. 

.re •dous to use local manpower which would otherwise be unemployed if 

the articles concerned „ere produced by a neighbouring country. 
It 5s debatable whether or rot this manpower could be employed in 

another manufacturing branch since not all Latin American countries off er        . 

the same facilities for -reely selecting the articles to be procuced. 
As for those countries whose domestic motor-vehicle market currently 

depends partially or totally on outside sources, it is portant to —to. 

carefully exactly what products are inv-ivod. Strictly, for the purpose of tti. 

study - because it is no doubt one of the most important questions - it 

vou'd be interests to consider what possible solution there could b. to 

the frecuent, sometimes oven «m»l. change of models and bodies that, year 

after ye*r, have to capete not only with the previous model but «Uh »od.l. 

fro« outside th, reSlon.   We are of the opinion that no Latin American 

country would want to be left behind in this field for fear that thi. would 

give the impression that its market was stagnant by comparison with that of 

the more industrialized countries that redesign and moderni» their motor- 

vehicles and apply more advanced techniques every year.     ^ ^^ 
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It wound be interesting to know the autco«* of a study of possible 

complementarity agrcen*rits among Governments, based on national specialization 

with regard to motor-vehicle products net yet manufactured in Latin America, 

To do this,   it v-uuld be? necessary to find out: 
(1)    what natural vanume a a country interested in this form of 

, specialisation possessed, since without them its attempts to 

integrate the producta could entail heavy- import costs and 

therefore a loss of foreign currency; 

'     (2)    what manuel and technical labeur is available for supplying    • 

domestic raw materials, and the operational cor.ts involved; 

(3)    the geographical location of the country, conditions and cost 

of transport to the recipient of the product and possible output, 

in view of regional and international competition and from the 

economic point of view» 
In some Latin American countries, considerable progress has been made 

in the various industries involved in menufacturing motor-vehicle parts. 

If an integration programme ìP to be really effective, however, it Bust 

operate under conditions of international competition. 
Before this can happen,  several obstacles have to be ovsrecme, net 

only from the industrial point  of view but also in terns of infrastructure 

- a very important factor affecting the efficiency of our operations - and 

every  suitable means has to be used to correct the procedures and système 

'   to which firms are committed in order to work efficiently. 
Excassivc protection for  inefficient industries discourages   any 

constructive initiative to make improvements. 
¡ Tax exemptions and other inducements for motor-vehicle industries do 

I not always bring the desired results, since they entail such lengthy import 

! and export control formalities that production, for example, is often held 

I .   up for months vhen importing machinery and/or basic or complementary raw 

j uaterials for finishing our articles, 
! Discussions at the technical level a^e undoubtedly of the utmost 

I importance, but it is our opinion that a comprehensive study of the general 

! conditions under which our industries operate and of the short- and long-term 

implications of integration programme? deserve special attention. 

/3,   Kanu fac tur ing 
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3.    Manufacturing techniques 

There is one aspect that,  from our point of view, cannot be overlooked, 

namely, that many of our metcr-vehiele proaucts involve the use of 

extra-regional techniques developed by highly industrialised enterprises 

which in turn have trading arrangements with countries that have no 

licensed manufacturers,    Naturally, thi* makes for a conflicting situation 

v.hen regionally manufactured products are sold in countries where tho same 

make of product is normally imported from outeide the region. 

4•    Approximate percentage. yalug_of_J2PJT jsrj^gtg. 

(Point II of the outline. )    Varies csWeen 1 and 2 per cent of th3 

total cost of the vehicle.    Although this is a fairly low percentage value 

in terms of the total cost of the vehicle, it relates to highly specialised 

and vital motor parts for which demand is reasonably satisfactory. 

5»    Scop? of,^tandaHi'zation 

(Point III of the outline* )    For this, a study will have to be carried 

out in agreement with the various manufacturers of established makes of 

trucks and passenger cars to be found on the regional market so as to 

determine what parts could feasibly be standardized in line with exchange 

and complementarity agreements between the countries concerned.    Preference 

should be given to the most technically advanced producta coming from tho 

countries that are in a position to offer the best conditions and to provide 

guarantees as regarde both volume and continuity to that long-term stwdieo 

and projections can be made. 

6«    Technological operations 

(Point IV of the outline.)   The engineering, foundry, forging, machining 

and quality control operations in our plants are carried out in accordance 

with local conditions, the specifications governing the various manufacturing 

norms for the product, and the requirement & of the consumer actually 

producing the vehicle. 
The raw matériels of local origin are as follows: 

(1) Aluminium alloy in ingot form for casting pi&tons, etc,; 

(2) Low-carbon rbeel in the form of hot-rolled bare for piston boltei 

/(3) High-carbon 
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(3) High-carbon steel or steel alloy for forging valves, also in 
the form of hot- or cold-rolled bars as appropriate; 

(4) Iron castings with specially controlled specifications, for 

tappets* 
7«       As regards point V of the outline, we feel that, in order to establißh 
approximate annual production volumes and capacities, it will be ncceaoary 
to know the installed capacity of the countries involved and'tho desire 
and/or ability of each manufacturer to participate in the complemoatarity 
and integration programme, 
0«       (Point VI of the outline.)   This point has been covered in general 
terms under points IV and V. 
9#       (Point VII of the outline.)   Before we could determino manufacturing 
costs in relation to volume, it will "tin necessary to consider whether* 
we will be in a position to participate in the programme, enee its general 
outline has been established»   We can, howevsr, state that, as regard» 
raw materials, the national content of ovr products is 95 ~ 98 per cent, 
the. remain i Jig 5 to 2 per cent being composed of materials and components 

bought locally or, to a diminishing extent; imported* 
10«     (Point VIII of the outline.)   In order to obtain information on 
this point, the volumes referred to and the extent of our participation 
should, for reasons already given, be defined a?, accurately as possible. 
The studies we have carried out indicate that, over the next one to five 
years, we shall have to take steps to double our output merely for purposes 
of satisfying domestic demand and providing certain products for export, 
in accordance with programing E adopted by the motor-vehicle manufacturers 

and the Mexican Government, as pointed out at the beginning of this 
doiui jnt, 

11,     (Point DC of the outline.)   The average cost of direct manpower 
involved in manufacturing our products in relation to the total manufacturing 

cost is around 15 per cent, that of indirect manpower 2C per cent*    Naturally, 

these percentage» vary and in Mexico the possible effects of the new 
federal labour law governing labour benefits' are still unkown in this 

respect. 

fl2.   (Point 

'      • 
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«.     (PolnfX of th. outline.)   Oth« ec.t. .uch a. .l-.tric^.J, 
L i lubrica., Inolreot »at.rl.1., «.ortl«tlon er ****"« 

UT«— « ^ — - — ^"ot "-nttftcturln, 
„at. atiount to about 30 P« cent. m„thw 

•„       (Point H * th. cutlin..)   1« alr.ot connexion with month* 

.   „^facturU* opération-, th. reliant fi**.. «^^'    . . 
&toeke of raw materiali 15« P« 

167 per cent 
Materials in proeaso „ 

^ *«, 350 per cent Finished products -"~ r .. 
U.     (Point m of th, outline.)   Selling cost., inking those Usi* 

to th* outline, a*«unt to approximately U P« cent. 

15.     (Point mi of the outline.)   Sinoe, as already points «*m 
operate solely on the bestia Market, *e haV. no experience in the* 

matterà. 

,.    •     -Y 

/wmmim 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As a first step, 
1. Reduce to a minimum, and standardize, the makes and modele of 

motor vehicles being manufactured in latir. America by offering suitable 

inducements to the terminal industries operating in all the countries 

parties to the agreement. For this purpose, it would be advisable to 

choose the makes and'models most widely sold in Latin America; 

2, Associate domestic capital with foreign capital from the major 

terminal industry enterprises. This would; 

(a) not only have the immediate effect of improving relatione with 

suppliers cf mixed and domestic capital., 

(b) but also place the Latin American terminal industry in a eiadlar 

situation to thot of the suppliers, with a remote but desirable 

possibility of eventually bringing about a more consolidated 

. motor-vehicle parts industry. 

If this were done, it would be possible to establish the norms 

necessary for standardising the parts and components of the vehicles and 

motors chosen and approved for the region as a wholo, and to maUn the 

maximum use of investment in the motor-vehicle parts.industry, its experience 

and established techniques so as to promote the production of motor vehicle 

in Latin America* 
A minority «asociation of foreign capital with domestic capital -would aieo 

be advisable in the moto^vehielo.pa^.s Jadiwitry since this would facilitate 

the acquisition and permanent availability of technical and economic 

assistance at the highest, international level. 

A further aspect that should not be overlooked is that the kind of 

capital arrangements and associations suggested could pave the way to 

extraregional exports; this would permit larger production volumes than 

would be required for La-win America alone, with all the attendant advantages 

that this could logically bo expected to bring. 

The past history of the motor-vehicle industry does not support the 

views expressed above. However, unless a new approach and new steps are 

adopted from now en, each country and industry will continue looking after its 

own interests indefinitely and thus restrict the possibilities of the c^nple- 

mentarity and integration programme to a mere question of lcn<or cos.s. 

Vv 

MO-RE-SA 
KOTOHSS Y HSFACCIONES, S.A. 






